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Center pages cover all the
action for the past 9 days.

Action packed day
th
at the 15 AUG

An all Thailand women’s beach volleyball final resulted in some
spectacular play.

The most action packed day of the Games
so far concluded yesterday with nearly
all of the events seeing gold medal action.
Stories on pages 4, 5, 7, and 8. Photos from
all 9 days of the Games are featured on the
center pages so be sure to save this copy
as a memento!

Sepak Takraw was exciting as always as here, Malaysia takes on Indonesia.
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The 15th AUG draws
to a close
The Closing Ceremony for
the 15 th ASEAN University
Games will be held today at the
Rama 9 Kanchanapisek Sports
Center at Maejo University.
Athletes will be transported
from their hotels at 3:30 pm
The grand parade of all athletes begins at 4:30 pm. at the
Inthanin Football Field.
At 5 p.m. the Closing ceremony begins, to be televised
live on TV Channel 11. Former
Miss Thailand Universe
Panndada Wongpudee welcoming the participants. The
Tha National Flag will then be

raised to launch the proceedings.
The first performance titled
“The Glory of the Land of Culture” begins and then the athletes of all 11 participating
nations will enter the sports center. Dr. Summate Yamnoon, President of the Organizing Committee
will report on the Games and then
the Closing Ceremony will be
held. Chaiyos Jiaramethakorn,
Deputy Minister of Education for
Thailand will give the closing
speech. The ASEAN University
Games will be lowered and the
ceremony to transfer the flag to
the next host when Sengdeuane

Lachathabun, Deputy Minister of Education for the Lao
People’s Democratic Republic
will take possession of the flag
and a team of Lao dancers will
perform traditional Lao dances.
The flame of the 15th ASEAN
University Games will be extinguished at 6 p.m. followed by
the performance “Together as
One” and then “The Symphony of South East Asia” will
be performed.
Finally, all athletes will parade
out of the sports center to return home.
See you again in Laos!

Myanmar looks
to the future
AUG Sports Today was lucky enough to talk with
Mr. Aung Myo Min, Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Education for the Union of Myanmar.
He told the reporters, “So for the Myanmar Universities this is the first time we are competing in the
ASEAN University Games and we are very happy
to participate in these games because we get a lot of
experience, and for our young university students
they gain a lot of friends here. It’s very good for the
young people to know each other because the
young people today are going to be grown ups in
the next few years. So, when the ASEAN countries,
all 10 countries and also including Timor Leste, we
have the chance to meet 11 countries here. For the
young people they get friends from the other 10
countries so, it’s very good for them. So, to meet
each other in sports is to get the experience of family. Family is very important. It teaches the young
people to be fair and to play according to the rules.
It’s very good for their futures.”
When asked about hosting future ASEAN University Games, the Minister said, “We hope to be
the host country for the next ASEAN University
Games but we are going to be the host country for
the SEA Games in 2013. For 2013, we are going to
start preparing from 2011. So, we are quite busy at
the moment. In the coming year we are going to be
very busy because we are going to host the SEA
Games in 2013. So, if it is possible we will try to be
the host for the next games. Definitely, we will be
able to host it because we are going to host the SEA
Games in 2013 in our country. But we cannot say
definitely in which year. We are very glad to host it,
a lot of people coming here.”
And when asked about Myanmar’s performance
at these games, he said, “We are quite satisfied (with
the results) because this is our first experience. This
is the 15th Games, we haven’t participated up until
the 14th. So, we are getting the bronze medal in tennis, the bronze medal in sepak-takraw. And one cannot say, we might even get a bronze medal in

Aung Myo Min, Deputy Minister of the Ministry
of Education for the Union of Myanmar talks
about Myanmar’s performance in their first
ASEAN University Games.
volleyball. And in football we are going to compete
for 3rd place tomorrow. So we are quite happy with
our experience. So, in our next experience we might
get silver or gold medals.
This game will definitely strengthen our ties because we’ll come to know each other more. It’s heading toward a very positive energy.”
Story by: Wipapan Na Nan, Chusawat
Tunvanichpowerotwomhai
Photo by: Kritdanun Phromkuntha

What’s cooking!
The final day of competition sees
9 medals in three sports up for grabs;
football, golf and taekwondo.
Golf sees its final rounds at
Maejo Golf Club and Resort starting at 9:30 a.m. with the Individual and Team in Men’s and
Women’s categories.
Football begins at the Prince’s

Royal College at 10 a.m. when
Malaysia takes on Singapore
while Myanmar battles with Vietnam for the bronze at Maejo University. The championship match
between Thailand and Laos starts
at 2 p.m. at Maejo University.
Taekwondo offers up 4 of the
medals today, with the semi final

rounds starting at 9 a.m. at North
Chiang Mai University and the
final rounds begin at 3 p.m. and
see the Men’s 54kg Fin weight,
and Fly weight (54-58kg) vie for
the gold. Women’s taekwondo
finals being at 4 p.m. with the Fin
weight (46- 49 kg) and Fly weight
(46 kg) fighting for the gold.
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Faces of the games

Tengku Emanina Laily Tengku Zahri
– Bowling Malaysia, said after she took
the gold in the Women’s Master Ten Pin
Bowling on December 21st that she felt
very happy for the gold medal she’s got
and she did better than she thought. She
added that it was very lucky because she
won just a few score and also her wrist is
injured. However, she noted that Thailand is very attractive and she will come
back soon.

Tran Huy Bao – Tennis Vietnam, winner of 2 gold medals and 1 silver medal
said, “After the competition on the 22nd I
felt so good to meet with my countryman
as a competitor as we have practiced together. We worked very hard and I am
very tired. This was good practice to gain
more experience however, we have to improve our time management for both
sports and studies. This is what has made
me successful in the Games.”

Prinyawat Thongnuam – Badminton
Thailand, the winner of the gold medal
for Men’s Singles and a member of the
Gold Medal winning team and a silver
medal winner for the Men’s Doubles said,
“I felt pressure at the final round, I was
very excited and sometimes I shouted to
release pressure. But after that, when I
got the winning gold I felt so happy and
I am planning to be on the Thai national
team for badminton.”

Syafiq Ridhwan – Bowling Malaysia, the
winner of the Men’s Masters Ten Pin Bowling gold medal said that he feels very happy
and offers a very big thank you for all members in the team who always encouraged
him and to an effective staff that made him
feel more confident. He added that his team
got more medals than he expected with 3
golds and 1 silver. He also noted that he’s
very glad to be here in Thailand and will
come to visit if he has a chance.

Mochamad Rizki Delynligraha –
Badminton Indonesia, gold medal winner in the Mixed Doubles for badminton said, “I had fun but there was a
little bit of pressure but when I won the
gold I was very happy. My dream is to
play at the Olympics for Indonesia. This
is my first time in Chiang Mai and I like
it very much.”

Sawatvilay Phimmasone – Taekwondo
Laos; the gold medal winner from Laos
in taekwondo welter weight class (between 74 kg and 80 kg), said he has been
studying taekwondo since he was 7 years
old, developing his skills until he coul
represent his country in the recent Asian
Games in Guangzhou, China. He practiced very hard for the past 3 weeks to
prepare for the 15th AUG. He said he felt
happy and proud that he could win the
gold medal, the first one for Laos and the
first one for 15th AUG, “Anyway, I thank
the Ajarns, and my Lao colleagues, teammates, staff trainers, and those who
cheered me and supported me all the time.
I would like to ask my team members to
do their best for the country’s reputation in future competitions.”

Oh Shao Jing Kristel – Bowling
Singapore, the winner of the silver medal
in Women’ Masters said that she played
with the confidence and feels very happy
with the medal she got. For today’s competition, she had a problem with striking
because there was too much oil on the
bowling lane. On the other hand, she feels
very impressed with Thai culture, people
and more things.

Paulus Firman – Coach Badminton
Indonesia, said, “Before they came here
they practiced very hard, however, from
now on they will continue to practice
hard as they plan to go on to the Olympic Games. I feel very happy that we won
the most gold medals.”
Story By Kant Kamonrat, Netnaphit
Thupajorn, Chotika Phetson, Wanwisa
Buapakam, Puriwat Boonnak
Photo By Jaturavit Decha, Thirarat
Phutthawong, Puriwat Boonnak
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Bowling Masters Gold
The final round of Ten Pin Bowling is the Master match with 12
programs 6 in the morning; short
Oil and 6 in the afternoon; long
oil. Malaysia took 2 golds and 1
bronze while Thailand took 1silver and 1 bronze and Singapore
took 1 silver.
Malaysian Tengku Emanina
Laily Tengku Zahri took the gold
in the Women’s Master Ten Pin
Bowling, Oh Shao Jing Kristel of
Singapore the silver, and Nur
Umirah Abdual Raduan of Malaysia the bronze.
Syafiq Ridhwan, took a second
gold for Malaysia in the Men’s
Master Ten Pin Bowling while
Annop Arromsaranon of Thailand won the silver and Pasut
Punsanthaveekul took the
bronze.
Story by Netnaphit Thupajorn,
Chotika Phetson
Photo by Thirarat Phutthawong

Thailand grabs gold in Futsal

Thailand took the gold medal in futsal, beating Indonesia easily 7-2.
Syafiq Ridhwan took the gold in Men’s
Master Ten Pin Bowling.

Indonesia tops
in Badminton

Futsal saw Thailand grab the gold at the
700 Year’s Complex yesterday. The match
against
Indonesia went easily for the home team
with a score of 7-2. The bronze went to
Malaysia when they beat Brunei 7-3.
The final round between Thailand and
Indonesia saw the Thai team take more
chances with the Thais attacking hard
and in the 9th minute score the first goal.
Indonesia equalized when a Thai defender shot the ball and hit an Indonesian player and the player hit the ball over
the Thai goalies head. In the 13th minute

Indonesia pulled ahead with a second
goal. The Thai team played an attacking
game to gain more goals when the Thais
shot another goal in the 16th minute. Thailand scored again in the last minute of the
first half to end the half 3-2.
The second half saw Thailand get a penalty kick to score again. Three minutes later,
the Thais scored again. The Thais controlled the game to score another goal in
the 33rd minute. The game ended in full time,
and Thailand won 7-2.
Story by Waranyoo Sornnoi
Photo by Isra Hongkham

Vietnam dominates
in table tennis

Lindaweni Fanetri lunges during her gold medal winning Women’s Singles
match.
Out of the 5 gold medals available in
Badminton yesterday Indonesia took 4
and Thailand took 1 at the games held at
the Chiang Mai University Gymnasium.
Indonesian players fought each other for
the gold, with the team of Mochamad Rizki
Delynugraha and Richi Puspita Dili taking
the gold in Mixed Doubles. Prinyawat
Thongnuam took Thailand’s only gold
medal of the day in badminton with his
win in Men’s Singles over Indonesian
Nugroho Andi Sapotro. Indonesia continued their streak when Lindaweni Fanetri
took the Women’s singles and Keshya
Nurvita Hanadia and Komala Dew continued it when they took the Women’s
Doubles.
Men’s Doubles Team Andika Anhar and
Wifqi Windarto concluded the gold medal
tally by beating Thailand in two sets.
Men’s singles:
Gold - Prinyawat Thongnuam of Thailand
Silver - Nugroho Andi Sapotro of Indonesia
Bronze - Loo Yik Xiang and Halif Asro
Ramzi Sulaiman from Malaysia

Women’s Singles:
Gold - Lindaweni Fanetri of Indonesia
Silver - Aprilia Yuswandari of Indonesia
Bronze- Chanida Julrattanamanee and
Pawita Isriyanet of Thailand
Women’s Doubles:
Gold - Keshya Nurvita Hanadia and
Komala Dewi of Indonesia
Silver - Artima Serithammaruk and
Thunphukkanan Ampunsuwan of Thailand
Bronze - Ayu Rahmasari and Richi
Puspita Dill of Indonesia and Amelia Alicia Anscelly and Julia Wong Pei Xian of
Malaysia
Men’s Doubles:
Gold - Andika Anhar and Wifqi Windarto
from Indonesia
Silver - Pollawat Boonpan and Prinyawat
Thongnuam of Thailand
Bronze - Halif Asro Ramzi Sulaiman and
Sayed Hafezz Sayed Mohsin from Malaysia and Jakkit Tuntirasin and Pheerawut
Sumretphol of Thailand.
Story by Kanyarath Chaichana
Photo by Yossuntorn Sawasdee

Tuesday’s table tennis competition at
Chiang Mai University gymnasium saw
final round qualifiers battle it out in Mixed
Doubles, Men’s Doubles and Women’s
Doubles Tuesday, December 21. Mixed
Doubles saw both Vietnam Team A and B
sweep the hosts, Thailand Team A and B
producing an all-Vietnam final in Mixed
Doubles. Men’s Doubles saw Thailand
and Vietnam Team A moving on to battle
each other after beating Malaysia and Vietnam B respectively. The Women’s
Doubles Vietnam taking on Thailand Team
B after beating Thailand Team A while
Thailand Team B beat Singapore.
Yesterday saw the competition conclude
as the Men’s Doubles Team of Tran Tuan
Quynh and Tran Huy Bao of Vietnam take
to the court against Kittipong Dongklang
and Nikom Wongsiri. Vietnam beat the
Thais 4 games to 1.
The Women’s Doubles were up next
when Thailand’s Usanee Taveesat and
Pornrat Rupsung took on Vietnam’s Luong
Thi Tam and Pham Thi Thien Kim. Vietnam celebrated once again as they took
the gold in a tight 4 games to 3.
Men’s Singles semi final round saw Tran
Tuan Quynh of Vietnam meet Chansamone
Khuladsuvannavong of Laos, Vietnam
won in 4 games entering into the final
round in the afternoon.
The other semi-final round saw another
Vietnamese go into the final round when Tran
Huy Bao beat Jia Ren Jason Ho of Singapore
to go to an all Vietnam final match.
Women’s singles semi final saw another
Vietnam victory when Pham Thi Thien Kim
beat Usanee Taveesat 4-1 and Luong Thi
Tam also of Vietnam moved into another
all Vietnam final round when Sengdavanh
Duangpanya lost the match 4-2.

Tran Tuan Quynh of Vietnam took
the Men’s Single gold medal.
The all Vietnam Singles finals started with
the Men’s singles final round saw when
Tran Tuan Quynh beat Tran Huy Bao 4-1.
Chansamone Khunladsuvannavong of
Laos and Jia Ren Jason Ho of Singapore
take the bronze.
The Women’s singles saw Luong Thi
Tam beat Pham Thi Thien Kim 4-2.
Sengdavanh Duangpanya of Laos and
Usanee Taveesat of Thailand won the
bronze.
Men’s Doubles Final saw Vietnam win
another gold medal, Thailand the silver and
Vietnam and Malaysia win the Bronze. The
Women’s Doubles Final also saw Vietnam
win the gold, Thailand the silver and the
Bronze went to Singapore.
Vietnam dominated taking 6 gold medals,
4 silver and 1 bronze while Thailand won 1
gold, 3 silvers and 4 bronze, Singapore won
4 bronze, Laos won 3 bronze and Malaysia
won 2 bronze.
Story by Wanwisa Buapakam, Puriwat
Boonnak
Photo by Puriwat Boonnak
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Tennis gold to Indonesia
Indonesia grabbed another gold with
their win in Men’s Singles tennis, while
the Women’s Singles final was an allThai affair.
Sunu Wahyu Trijatri of Indonesia beat
Peerakiat Sirileuthaiwattana of Thailand in
two straight sets, 6-2 and 6-4. The
Women’s Singles match between Nudnida
Luangnam and Achiraya Sriphom both of
Thailand battled it out for the gold medal
on the court.
Nudnida took the game easily in two sets
6-1 and 6-3 against her countrywoman.
Thailand took 4 golds in Tennis; Women’s
Singles, Women’s Doubles and Mixed
Doubles and Women’s Team while Indonesia took three gold medals in Men’s
Singles, Men’s Doubles and Men’s Team
to complete the tennis games.
Story.By Chutimon Saowapha
Photo.By Isra Hongkam

Sunu Wahyu Trijatri of Indonesia
played a gold medal winning game
yesterday.

Thailand men sweep the gold
medal rounds in taekwondo
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Beach volleyball offers up
exciting gold medal matches

Indonesia Team 2 in red beat Thailand Team 1 to win the gold in Beach
Volleyball.
Men’s Beach Volleyball saw semi-final
round action start yesterday morning with
the first match pitting Malaysia Team 1
against Thailand Team 1. Thailand 1 beat
the Malaysians easily in two sets 21;13,
21:16. The second match of the semi final
round saw the Indonesian teams battling
out, with Indonesia Team 1 beat Team 2
easily in the first set, the second set saw
Team 2 renew their efforts, but Indonesia
Team 1 took the second set 23:21.
The Women’s Beach Volleyball bronze medal
match took place in the afternoon, with
Indonesia’s Dhita Juliana and Eva Sri Susilowati
beating Vietnam in two sets, 21:19, 21:16
Women’s beach volleyball gold medal round
was an all-Thailand affair with Team 1 consisting of Chompunut Yoopakdee and Duanpen
Arsa playing Thailand Team 2 Varapatsorn
Radarong and Tanarattha Udomchavee.
Team 1 beat team 2 with the first set a
very close affair, 21:19, however Team 2

came on strong to win the next. Team 1
came back to win the final set to take the
gold medal 2 games to 1.
The third place match for the men took
place between Malaysia 1, Chiong Ung Kiew
and Mohd Fitri Salim and Indonesia 1, I
Wayan Indrawan and Muhammad Bastomi.
Indonesia took the first set easily 21:14 and
while Malaysia 1 fought back harder in the
second set, Indonesia took the second set
21:18 to win the gold in 2 straight games.
The Men’s beach volleyball final took
place between Thailand 1, Anan Anurak
and Rawepon Chamnithurakan and Indonesia 2, Fahriansyah and Putu Juniartha
Wibawa. Thailand took the first set in a
close game 21:19. The second set went long
to Indonesia 23:21 while Indonesia continued strongly to take the third set 15:13
winning the gold medal 2 games to 1.
Story by Nuttaporn Inkeaw
Photo by Rangsiman Sittipong

Thailand continues
dominance in Sepak Takraw

Thailand in the blue sash beat Malaysia in taekwondo
Taekwondo saw the host country celebrate of 5-5 (1-0).
as they earned 4 gold medals yesterday at
Men’s Bantum Weight (58-63 kg) took to
North Chiang Mai University Gymnasium. the mat next when Nattapong TewaThere were 6 gold medals altogether.
wetchapong of Thailand edged out Ong
The Men’s Lightweight class (68-74kg) Stevanus Ariosuseno on the mats with a
saw Kongpon Koomkrong of Thailand score of 7-6 to win the gold.
beat Indonesian Yulius Ferando 5-4 to
Women’s Light Weight (57-62 kg) saw
take the gold.
Valy Mathmanisone lost to Izel MasungMen’s Featherweight class was next song of the Philippines 11-2 to take the gold.
(63-68 kg) when Thailand’s Nattapong
Women’s Bantam Weight (49-53 kg)
Kitrungrattanachai took Nik Izzat Hanafi Siscca Permata Sari of Indonesia took the
Nik Zainal of Malaysia easily 14-1.
gold by beating Thailand’s Tamonrat
The women’s Featherweights (53-57 kg) Pokaadhanawat 4-3.
were up next when Natthaya Sangsasiton
Story by Kan Kamolrat, Krissanaruk
of Thailand beat Vietnam’s Nguyen Thi Saeneevong Na Ayutthaya
Hoai Thu in special extra time with a score
Photo By Jaturawit Decha

Thailand beat Malaysia to win the gold in Sepak Takraw.
In the first match of the day yesterday at Maejo
University saw Team play between Malaysia
and Indonesia, a hard fought game that went to
three sets wit Malaysia winning 2-1.
The next match saw Team Thailand take
on Laos, winning all three games easily
moving on to the final round.
The next team competition saw finals
qualifiers Thailand and Malaysia battle it
out. Thailand attacked in the first set leading the first set 21-14. Malaysia had a player
change but Thailand was to strong and
took the second set 21-14. The second
match saw Malaysia lead at the beginning
but Thailand equalized, the match was
neck and neck with the top scorer

Ronnarong Jengchaiyaphum of Thailand
who led Thailand to win the first set 21 -15.
The second set saw Thailand led throughout the set to win 21- 17 giving Thailand
the gold medal in Team Sepak Takraw.
Gold Medal Thailand: Voravut Knieocklom,
Teerasak Thongkhad, Watchara Kotmaha,
Ronnarong Jengchaiyaphum, Khomkrit
Poksanthia, Chisanupong Seehom,
Silver Medal Malaysia: Mohd Idmar Ederus,
Shamsulhairi Saidi, Muhammad Iqram
Kmaruzzaman,Mohammad Redzuan Zainol
Abidin, Farham Adam, Norshahruddin Mad
Ghani, Ahmad Sufi Mohammaed Hashim
Story by Muanfun Chaiphonban
Photo by Kobkan Sampao
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Thailand sweeps gold
in basketball
In a close fought match between Indonesia and Malaysia,
the women played hard, with
the score close until the third
quarter when Malaysia pulled
ahead. The fourth quarter they
continued their dominance winning 68 – 53 in a bid to enter the
final rounds on Tuesday, December 21.
The Indonesian Men also
played on that day against Laos.
Laos played a hard game but Indonesia pulled off a 85 -47 victory. Next up saw the women play

again, with Thailand beating
Singapore 78 – 47 to move on to
the final rounds. The last match
of the semi-finals on Tuesday
saw Thailand battling a game Indonesian team to manage a 63 –
52 win in spite of the Malaysian’s
efforts.
The final day yesterday saw 4
matches, with the women taking
to the court. Malaysia beat
Singapore for the bronze medal
with a score of 56-53 in a close
game that saw each side leading
at different stages.

Indonesia played Laos for the
bronze medal also, Indonesia
beat Laos 84-42 in a rather lopsided game.
The Women’s final saw Indonesia take on Thailand with Thailand taking the game 71-53 while
the Men’s final saw Thailand
again, this time meeting Malaysia. Thailand swept basketball
winning the game 67-52.
Story by Pharunyoo Deekaew,
Kanokrat Sasiroj
Photo by Pharunyoo Deekaew,
Saran Dolpipatpong

Indonesia goes for the score to win the bronze medal.

Behind AUG Sports Today
With more than 10 years experience in the news business,
Suwanthep (Tony) Malhotra
said he was ready to produce
the daily English language
newspaper for the Games. He
felt it important to create a better understanding of Thailand
for foreigners. He added that
his experience in producing a
weekly newspaper out of
Pattaya is what helped him form
the team to produce AUG
Sports Today.
“A newspaper should have
something more interesting
than just photos, the story is
important. So that is why we
focus on the content and that
it should be accurate so that
the readers can get the correct
information.”
The concept of this newspaper; the headlines, font, design
makes it a real English language newspaper but you can
see the logo and the mascot of
the sports that show the Thai
culture. Especially on the 19th

Tony Malhotra talks about
the work behind the scenes
of the newspaper.
when the athletes had time to
see Chiang Mai so the reader
will see something different in
the newspaper.
Readers may notice that the bar
at the top changes color daily;
Sunday is red, Monday is yellow,
Tuesday is pink, Wednesday is

green, Thursday orange, Friday
blue and Saturday violet. These
reflect a belief in Thailand that
each day is represented by a
different color.
“We chose the pictures to be
published to show meaning and
action, sometimes the picture can
tell a story without a long caption. Some of the pictures were
really nice; sometimes we use
panorama photos for the front
page. This is really different from
the general newspaper. This design makes the newspaper very
good looking.”
“Apart from the sports, which
was the main content of the
newspaper there are also tourist
destination features which is also
important as we are proud to
present the interesting destinations to the guests of our city.
This concept is in line with the
city of Chiang Mai about the
unique Lanna and culture, and
we want to help publicize the
tourist spots to be more internationally recognized.”

He added that the plan of placing content on each pages must
be clear, like pages 2 and 3 are
interviews and the central pages
are sports reporting and the last
pages introducing tourist spots
of interest to the readers.
The What’s Cooking column
shows the reader what sports will

be taking place each day and
where and what is interesting
that day so that readers can
follow the events, the use of
slang here can illustrate what’s
popular.
Story by Sathinee Chirakal
Photo by Wongsakorn
Nakngoen

AUG Sports Today has produced 11 issues so far.
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too many to list!
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Vietnam takes the gold
in Pencak Silat

The Men’s 4 x 100 m relay sees Indonesia take the gold.
Track and field had an extremely busy day with 13 events competing through the day.
All events and results are more easily found online:
http://2010aug.rmutl.ac.th/sport/medalReport/showMedalType.php

Malaysia dominates
in swimming
Malaysia dominated the pool in
the 15th ASEAN University
Games winning 17 gold medals
while Indonesia took 15 and Thailand 5 gold medals.
Yesterday saw competition in 10
categories all day. The Women’s
1500 m Freestyle and Men’s 1500
m Freestyle saw Thanyalak Tasa
of Thailand take the gold in the
women’s while Kevin Yeap Soon
Choy of Malaysia won the gold
medal for his country. The
Women’s 50 m Freestyle was won
The Women’s 4 x 100 M Medley Relay was
by Chui Lai Kwan of Malaysia
won by Malaysia.
and in the Women’s 4 x 100 m
Medley Relay Malaysia also took the gold. Glenn Victor Susanto of Indonesia grabbed
two gold medals in the Men’s 100 m Butterfly and in the Men’s 4 x 100 m Medley relay.
Thailand took the gold in the Women’s 100 m Butterfly when Natnapa Prommuenwai
came first. Pakichat Srinorakutr took the gold in the Women’s 200 m Backstroke. Johansen
Benedict Aguilar of the Philippines took one of the country’s two gold medals in the
Men’s 200 m Backstroke and Kendrick Uy won in the Men’s 50 m Freestyle.
Story by Ms.Sathinee Chirakal
Photo by Mr.Wongsakorn Nakngoen

Vietnam dominated Pencak Silat.
The final rounds of Pencak Silat with 6
rounds in the morning and 7 in the afternoon. Thailand and Vietnam went to the
mats with Uv Thi Houng of Vietnam taking
the gold medal in his category. Dung Ven
Thao of Vietnam took the next match
against Indonesia. Next up came Huong
Xuan Nguyen of Vietnam beat Indonesia.
The fourth match saw Vietnam beating
Malaysia by 5-0. Next up saw Thailand
meeting Vietnam with Vietnam winning
again 5-0.
The 6th match of the morning saw Indonesia take on Thailand with Thailand losing in a walkover due to injury.

The afternoon saw Vietnam beating
Thailand 5-0, and the next match Thailand won 4-1. The 9th match of the day
saw Vietnam meeting Thailand with Vietnam winning another one 5-0. Next up
Laos lost to Vietnam 5-0. The next match
of the day saw Vietnam beat Indonesia
4-1, after that Indonesia met Vietnam with
the Indonesias in a rare win over Vietnam. The last match of the day saw Vietnam beat Indonesia 4-1.
Vietnam is the owner of the gold medal
for Pencak Silat.
Story by Saowarot Mahawansu
Photo by Nuttaporn Panya

Thailand men win the
gold in volleyball

Golf continues play at Maejo
Golf saw further play at Maejo Golf Club
on the fourth day of the competition with
three Thai women leading play at the end
of the day with Saraporn Chamchoi leading at 10 over par. Aunchisa Utama came
in second at 12 over par and Dolmapa
Phudtipinij came in third at 17 over par.
The men finished up the day with the
Thai men leading the day as well, M.R.
Thanit Anpatcha came from third to lead
the day at 4 over par, second saw Kevin
Teachaknokboon at 6 over par followed
by Peerasak Sampuranabandhu who finished the day at 8 over par.
Play continues today with golf one of
three awarding gold medals.
Story by Supakan Ruangdate,
Supawan Unokdaeng
Photo by Saran Dolpipatpong
Thai women dominate the leaderboard
at the end of the fourth day.

Yesterday saw the volleyball finals for
men at Maejo University gymnasium
where the Thai team took on Laos. Thailand was led by two players for the national team just returned from the Asian
Games.
Thailand beat Laos in the first set after
equalizing during the match and won 25:17.
Thailand took the second game 25:14 and

the last set saw Laos leading initially but
Thailand continued to attack and left Laos
behind to win 25:18 in a very exciting match
that saw a lot of action. Thailand took the
gold medal with a score of 3-0.
Story by Sawarot Mahawansu, Jaruwan
Phuaphan
Photo by Nattaporn Panya, Kanokwan
Chantorn
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AUG Sports Today Team talks

The entire AUG Sports Today team poses for a group photo. (Photo by Wiroj Wong-arsa)

AUG Public Relations
for the Games

Assoc. Prof Teerapatt Vannaruemol is very proud of
the AUG Sports Today.
Assistant President for Public Relations at Chiang Mai University, Assoc. Prof. Teerapatt Vannaruemol displays the kind
of amiability you would expect from the head of public relations
for the ASEAN University Games and gladly spoke with the
AUG Sports Today team.
He said that even though everything is not completely perfect in
promoting the Games because there were many competing games
that were elsewhere, the National Games in Chonburi and the
Paralympics in China saw many members of the media not focus
on the Games. However, the budget was sufficient to promote the
Games, the road show in particular gave very good feedback.
He noted that the website www.thai2010aug.com had very
good response from the athletes and coaches and that it had
given everyone access to up to date media for the Games. However, the newspaper was the premier channel for the promotion
of the Games, AUG Sports Today that was given out free every
morning during the Games. He praised the team of students
and lecturers from the Chiang Mai University Faculty of Mass
Communication and the Chiang Mai Mail that could produce
11 issues for each day of the Games.
“The first edition came out and many people praised the newspaper, for its speed and quality of the news, photos and articles
in the paper as one of the best for the AUG. The students are
very proud to have taken part in the production along with the
professional team from the Chiang Mai Mail to create a good
newspaper and to show off the AUG activities.”
Story by Assistant Editor Team
Photo by Yossuntorn Sawasdee

Wipapan na Nan, a member of
the AUG Sports Today team
talked about her experiences producing the newspaper, “I am really glad to be here, this is such a
great opportunity to meet foreigners and to work with professionals like the Chiang Mai Mail.
I am really proud that we could
produce such great newspapers.”
Phitsanu Thepthong, Chiang
Mai Mail editor, noted that this
is a great opportunity for the students of the Faculty of Mass
Communication to work with professionals. Its like on the job
training for them, when they
graduate this will give them better opportunities to get a job in
newspapers. “It will teach them
how to meet deadlines and give
them a good chance to get a new
job.” He noted that while they
struggled with time management
due to a lack of experience, but
they had learned quickly and the
quality of the newspaper showed
that they could improve.
Shana Kongmun, the Managing

Editor for the Chiang Mai Mail
added that it was tough but that
once the students got through
this, producing the newspaper
for the University would seem
easy. She added that the team of
students worked good naturedly,
despite regular prodding on her
part to get work in and responded
well to direction on how to get
things done. She was quite impressed with their work ethic and
team feeling and believes that this
experience will take them far in
the future.
Ganchapith Phaiboon of the
Public Relations Committee was
on the spot for the long and late
evenings, helping the team out.
She said, “I feel so proud that I
have seen so many people in the
Press Center and seeing the professionals working. Because I
teach about journalism at Payap
University I don’t know about
the work in the real world and this
has given an opportunity to learn
about newspaper production
with a team. I have observed the

students working on the newspaper and they have done a great
job.”
Chusawat Tunvanich, a student
at CMU and member of the AUG
Sports team said, “The organization has been quite good but very
different from the newspaper we
produce at the University. This
time there are beat reporters who
cover the news and photos and
send it to the editor, like in a real
newspaper. The system from the
reporters to the editors is quite
good, and I have learned the process in a daily newspaper production. The deadline and pressures
of getting the newspaper produced has been quite a learning
experience. One thing I learned is
that I must screen the reporter’s
story and to pick the most important information. I must ensure the
quality of content and photos. I
learned that if I work in a real newspaper that if I don’t submit the
whole story and well written it may
not get published.”
Story by AUG Sports Today

The AUG Sports Today editorial team hard at work. (Photo by Puriwat Boonnak)
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Unique Lanna events
Festivals and events galore!

The Tak Bat ceremony sees monks come into town to
receive alms.
Day (usually in February) vener- down from the temples in the hills
ates the Buddha and his teach- to receive alms.
ings while Asarnha Bucha Day
Suep Jata Muang in June is an(usually in July) marks his first other unique Chiang Mai event
sermon and signals the start of where offerings made to guardthe rains retreat for monks in the ian spirits at the cardinal points
temples while Auk Phansa marks of City (Gates, city pillar, etc.) to
the end of the retreat and a merit prolong the life of the city.
making ceremony where robes
So, feel welcome to come back
and food are given to monks at to Chiang Mai any month, as
temples around the City. A there is always plenty to see
uniquely Chiang Mai event oc- and do!
curs at this time called Tak Bat
By Shana Kongmun, Chiang
Devorana where monks walk Mai Mail
The Nimman Art Promenade held in December offers a unique shopping experience with
craftspeople showing their interesting works.

People of all ages join in the pilgrimage up Doi Suthep.

Wiang Kum Kam, ancient
city of Chiang Mai
From page

12

Its status as capital of the
Lanna Kingdom was rather
short as its low lying terrain left
it prone to flooding so King
Mengrai cast about for a better location with the current
Chiang Ma city being the result. The city remained an important satellite town for the
King but flooding hit the town
so hard, it was buried, believed
to be about 700 years ago.
The rediscovery came about
in 1974 when the Fine Arts first
started the dig. The area now
encompasses 9 rai and includes structures of old
temples and stupas.
Located 5km south of Chiang
Mai, Wiang Kum Kam ( and
various spellings) can be ac-

Still a sacred place, the
ancient temples still
receive offerings.
cessed by Route 106 (the
Chiang Mai - Lamphun road)
near the Ping River.
By Shana Kongmun, Chiang
Mai Mail

Chiang Mai is known for its festivals, we’ve covered the top
ones, from the recent Loy
Krathong to the rambunctious
Songkran coming up April 13 to
the Flower Festival in February,
the Inthakin festival in May and
the Winter Fair next month. However, there are a plethora of festivals that are smaller but also
uniquely interesting.
Bor Sang has an Umbrella Festival every year and Baan Tawai
has a wood carving festival, both
coming up in January. Mae
Chaem has the Tin Choke festival which celebrates their unique
weaving style (also previously
covered in AUG Sports Today, I
hope you have been keeping up!)
While North Eastern Thailand’s
Yasothon Province is more famous for its rocket festival, or
Bun Bang Fai, in June Chiang
Mai temples also celebrate this
unique event. Rockets are shot
up into the air in both a competition and to bring the rains after
the hot season. Merit making is
an important part of this event.
There are various fruit festivals,
from the Lychee Fair in Fang in
May, to the Strawberry in February, again in May the city hosts
the Mango Fair to Lamphun’s
Lamyai Fair in July, the northern
fruits are covered!
Add in street festivals like the
recently concluded Nimman Art
Promenade and the Food Fair and
there is always a lot to do.
Finally, the important Buddhist
holidays are often celebrated
with a unique event, of the most
famous in the North is the pilgrimage up Doi Suthep on
Visakha Bucha Day (usually in
May), which celebrates the birth
of Buddha. Hundreds of people
walk up Doi Suthep with lighted
candles to make merit at the
temple at the top. Makha Bucha

Lychee season is short but popular as the sweet and juicy
fruit is widely available.

The Strawberry Festival is held outside of town at Samoeng.
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Wiang Kum Kam, ancient
city of Chiang Mai

Wiang Kum Kam is just south of Chiang Mai and a
unique spot for history buffs.
When I was a child I always
wanted to be an archaeologist.
I was probably the only 7 year
old that could not only spell
the word but knew what it entailed. And while I ended up
following a different dream, ancient cities still enthrall me. For
those of a like minded nature,
Wiang Kum Kam is a fascinating day trip just outside of
Chiang Mai city.
The first capital of the Lanna

Kingdom, often called the Lost
Kingdom of Chiang Mai, it is
believed to be the earliest historical settlement in Chiang
Mai. Settled by the Mon
people of the Haripunchai
Kingdom, archaeology shows
that it dates back as far as the
8th century as one of the oldest continually settled areas
in Chiang Mai.
Continued on page
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TRAVELING AROUND CHIANG MAI

A trip to Pai
A trip to Pai should be on the
cards for everyone, it’s not as far
as one would think (about 3
hours one way, so perhaps best
to stay overnight) and the road
to Pai is scenic although full of
twists and turns and perhaps not
for the faint of stomach.
The first stop on the way
should be the Pong Dueat Geyser on route 1095, it’s a good
place to stop off and bathe in the
hot springs, or check out the
geysers.
A stop off in Huay Nam Dang
National park for a quick view of
any of the scenic viewpoints is
also a nice little detour.
Then there is the WWII Bridge
which can be busy during weekends, holidays and in the high
season. Legend has it that it was
built in 1942 by the Japanese using forced labor in an effort to
create a highway for shipping
weapons and troops into Burma.
However, it appears to have been
seriously renovated in the 1970s
and some doubts remain as to its
real origins. However, still an interesting stop off point just 4 kilometers outside Pai.
Pai Canyon is another beautiful
spot to stop, just before you hit
the bridge, with steeply eroded
cliffs dropping dramatically 20
meters and dry pine forests.
Pai has a few wats worth visiting, Wat Nam Hu (Buddha Water) contains a sacred Chiang
Saen Buddha image whose

Pai nestles in a valley several hours outside of town in the
mountains and is a popular tourist destination.
topknot can be opened and hold
holy water. Wat Phra That Mae
Yen is on the hill and the long
stairs are worth the effort to
climb as the view over the valley is quite scenic.
Pai’s top tourist attraction is,
of course, the waterfall, Mae
Paeng Waterfall is a gorgeous
sight, but be warned, very popular and it can be very crowded
on the weekends. Another popular attraction is the Chinese village on the outskirts of Pai, one
of three Chinese villages in Thailand, Shandicun village has a
small population of ethnic
Yunnanese, hill tribes and a few

remaining former Nationalist
Chinese refugees. With the
unique human ferris wheel, old
Chinese architecture and a sampling of Chinese food, well
worth the trip out of town.
In Pai a few recommended
places are Baan Benjarong, Na’s
Kitchen and Nong Beer to stop
and have some food and drink.
Getting there, there are regular
aircon minibuses out of Chiang
Mai, minivans, an old creaky bus,
or you can fly. Alternatively, if you
have your own transport, head
out of town on Highway 107 and
turn at Route 1095 to Pai.
By Ed Burt, Chiang Mai Mail
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Wiang Kum Kan was the first capital of Chiang Mai but
the site moved due to flooding.

Pai is known for its lovely weather and
secluded feeling.

The rail bridge into Pai.
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